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About This Content

On a tour of the world of Dungeons 2, the Widely-Traveled Evil finds itself in a scorching desert in the blazing new DLC "A
Song of Sand and Fire". An insane priestess is on the loose, burning anything not back in its' dungeon by the count of three at
the stake. Will the Flammable Evil and its' minions also fall victim to the flames? Or will the Callous Evil be able to survive this

ordeal and save itself and its' minions from a charcoal-broiled end?

Features:

- 3 hot new combat missions with a total of about 10 hours of play!
- Fiery new opponent variants with their own special abilities!
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Title: Dungeons 2 - A Song of Sand and Fire
Genre: RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Realmforge Studios
Publisher:
Kalypso Media Digital
Franchise:
Dungeons
Release Date: 10 Sep, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista (SP2) 32bit

Processor: AMD or Intel, 3GHz Dual-Core or 2.6 GHz Quad-Core

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD4400, NVIDIA GeForce GT 440/GT 650M, AMD Radeon HD 7750/R5 255M

Sound Card: DirectX 9 compatible soundcard

English,German,French,Italian,Russian,Polish
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dungeons 2 a song of sand and fire gameplay

Great game!

It's like Nidhogg and Gang Beasts had a baby,
just wish more people had it.. Amazing game, although a few minor bugs, and a particular boss that lacks a voice, i thoroughly
enjoyed this game, its fair, fun and is challenging, its not too easy and has many fun and unique mechanics, such as some bosses
having different ways of attacking them, and theres achievements for those who want to push themselves further. After
killing\/defeating a boss you get a huge sense of acomplishment and just draws you back, while i had some painful moments in
this game, i enjoyed it in the long run. I definitely reccomend this game if you like difficulty and game similar to Rogue-likes
but with a set toolkit and no RNG (Except for some boss attack patterns). It would probably a 9\/10 for me if i were to rate it..
Despite admittedly gorgeous illustrations, this is a painfully vacuous resource management game.
And while a strong narrative could make up for those mechanical failings, I fear the game's story is equally underdeveloped.
It makes allusions to darker themes and genuinely weighty issues, but does nothing to explore them in any meaningful way. It's
impressively underwhelming on every level.

Pass.
. I think this is a seriously under-rated game. I've had a heap of fun playing it with the kids (under 10s) in a lan-party
environment.

Easily worth the money.. Playing this visual novel was a very enjoyable experience, I liked the choices that were given and was
interested enough in the story to figure out all the different endings. The art + mini-animations were charming and brought a lot
to the gameplay. kinda creepy but interesting. quot;Load your Guns and Rock'n'Roll, Babe!!"
...at least that's what i thought but the truth is painfully different. Its more like:
"Load your backpack with Grenades and throw them like stupid"
In every match i encoutered, the players only throw Grenades, never using a skill and only shooting for getting a kill.
To quote a player i chatted with:"This game should be named Grenadiers."
I TRIED to write a fair and neutral Review but its impossible! The most important aspect for a game isn't given here...you
wanna know what this aspect is? Being able to play and have fun! Sorry guys...but as long as Grenades are that overused, i'm not
giving this Game a thumbs up.
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I still haven't finished the game.. first off I didn't find it scary at all which, while this can be subjective all it contains is buggy
levels, a house that tries to eat you, eyes in the corner of dark rooms and random books and chairs floating about, no real
monsters. It was lack luster, second of all the game feels bad to play as it is, the FOV feels incredibly low and hurt my eyes after
half an hour, the graphics are pretty darn simple and the controls feel sluggish, and all that happens towards the end of it is a
mediocre, frustrating boss fight and a sudden ending

I didn't like it at all, it's not the absolute worst game I've played but it's not something I'd recommend to anyone else.. Controls
make this really frustrating despite some really good puzzles. Maybe it's intentional but I don't enjoy constantly missing jumps
that it looks like I'm gonna make. It doesn't help that it's also brutally difficult. Not a great combination. No interest in the level
editor, sorry.. Loses a lot of the JRPG focus and seems to be conflicted with trying to be a point-and-click adventure game.
Tedious pixel hunting quests, overly difficult QTE combat, and a boring story with little focus really kills the potential this game
had. Although it continues off from the previous game (game mechanic and level-wise), you lose all your old skills for some
reason. More frustration comes from a long fetch quest chain that rewards you with a jail cell. Combat is absurd with enemies
getting mountains of health plus free "interrupt" heals, removing strategy from combat and requiring you to just pile everything
onto one enemy at time. The last boss is a multi-part "gimme" fight, that ends in a lame adventure game last fight that requires
no skill and cuts out your party.

Overall this was really disappointing, boring and tedious. Just pick up the first one and pretend ep2 doesn't exist.. I recommend
this game for the OST if nothing else. It's a good mix of heavy industrial tracks at various paces, at a reasonable price. It
reminds me a bit of Zynthetic's work for Killing Floor when it was still a mod for UT2003/4.

"Crimson Metal" - it's a perfect name for a no holds barred, visceral, brutal skill-based FPS. Unfortunately, it misses the mark
by a wide margin, but that doesn't mean it can't be enjoyed.

Before reading the rest of the review, please know that there were several moments in the game where my heart rate jumped.
The level design is good, and secrets are clever (remember, press T to pick up a crate). You can save anywhere, and you will
need to because it is very easy to die very quickly. The fact that the developer still supports it nearly a year after release by
releasing Episodes as free DLC is worth mentioning. There is a way to enable dual weapons, and this effectively turns you into a
murder machine for as long as you have ammo (not long).

I played through the fourth level in Ep1, finished the 1st level in Ep2 and Ep3. My experience is that the graphics are mostly
horrible (I had to go back and play Firestarter (2004) to get my bearings back), the sound effects, while good sounding, have no
distance degradation or direction. The engine (rumored to be FPS Maker) is rife with bugs, with most enemies instantly
disappearing upon death, some animating into corpses, large crates being sent into and beyond ceilings, and yourself, if a
movable object is between you and an enemy, the enemy can push you through a wall into oblivion.

The loading screen hints look like poorly compressed jpgs. As many have mentioned, there are no options you can adjust to
improve your experience. There are no stats at level completion. There are no achievements (I see this as a good thing).

Pick it up for the soundtrack. Play it if you are willing to push through the unignorable engine and developer coding limitations
to find a game that's reasonably enjoyable.. Really amazing route. \u00a324.99 is way too expensive though.. Annoying Bugs.
New to VR and still not understand the high cost of unfinished games. I get they need funded to become somewhat better but
when the game is released as what feels to be a demo, I lose interest. Maybe when more content is added I'll consider playing
again but as of now, keep working on it. Great concept and idea just a lack of everything from gameplay to content. Not many
bugs but my AK-47 disappeared through the map twice already which sucked cause I had a pile of mags and no gun.

$20.00 is not even worth it. Maybe $5 would suffice.
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